Architecture is an expansive concept with multifarious definitions. It Is primarily the envelope of human activities and beliefs expressed diversely depending on time, culture, environment, setting, and technical capability. But It Is also that branch of human creativity that is relied upon to frame, embody, and preserve memories. Despite Victor Hugo's melancholy proclamation, ceci tuera cela, suggesting that printing will eliminate architecture as the carrier of memory, the Interdependence between architecture and memory has never waned. Nor does it show any sign of weakening in the more than a quarter century since the Introduction of computers, followed by telecommunication, digitization, and the web. In fact, recent developments in the study of memory have focused on architecture as a fertile field of investigation Into the mechanisms by which Individuals as well as groups create, store, retrieve, and manipulate their
memories. Not surprisingly, the connection between architecture and memory has not been more effective than in two of the most primordial and intimate of architectural spaces: the house and the temple. And, nowhere has the memorial reciprocity between house and temple been more pronounced than In the two foundational Islamic religious centers, the Ka'ba in Mecca and the Mosque of the Prophet in Medina.
Most of us recognize the house as our first encounter with architecture. We experience It with our senses and our feelings: spatially, visually, viscerally, verbally, emotionally, and Imaginatively. It Is our abode, shelter, place of residence, and often our place of birth or death. It Is the center of our personal and familial activities and the shield of our privacy and intimacy. We live within its walls, under its roof, protected from inclement weather, harsh sunlight, intrusive gaze, and unwelcome transgressions from the outside.
Most societies have developed a mental image of the house that epitomizes Its essential qualities and is passed on to all their members. We all have seen how children of a certain culture, particular climate, or social milieu tend to draw the house in a similar fashion, often as a cube or a rectanglethe perfect shape of shelterpierced by windows and doors, and sometimes topped with some l<ind of roof (usually a gabled roof in the northern climes). But this is a general representation of the house, any house, as the collective memory of society has imagined It. It Is not yet "my house." For a house to be my house, it has to be architecturally and perceptually personalized. It has to encompass the realm of my private and intimate life. It has to be the repository of my memories and those that I share with my family, friends, and relatives. It also has to be the reminder of my most significant moments, my successes and failures, my bygone years, and my departed loved ones. All of these feelings have to be inscribed in my house's forms and spaces, its nooks and crannies, its details and furniture, and have to remain there decipherable only to me and to those close to me. My house also has to evoke the same sensations that I once experienced while inhabiting it, even though the events and environments in which I first encountered these sensations may have disappeared. Furthermore, I should be able to recall these memories even when I see my house In my mind's eye, speak about it to others who do not know it, or come back to It after many years of absence. This is precisely the unfettered abundance of meaning that architecture possesses and manipulates. In addition to the collective memory that begets and defines it, architecture has the capacity to absorb and convey private meanings, meanings that reflect and identify Its designers, owners, viewers, or users. on Earth. According to different legends, it was based on a heavenly model and created prior to the Earth itself, the angels built it on divine order, or Adam, the first man, built it. After the Deluge, it was rebuilt by Abraham and his son, Ishmael, as a house of worship for the one God but was later contaminated by polytheistic practices. The Ka'ba thus carried primal mystical significance and primeval memories that were reclaimed by Muhammad during his prophetic mission, and which culminated in his triumphant re-entry into Mecca, cleansing the Ka'ba of all signs of polytheism.
The centrality of the Ka'ba was ensconced in the nascent Islamic faith through its declaration as the qibia (liturgical orientation) towards which all Muslims should pray and the institution of the hajj to Meccathe ritual circumambulation of the Ka'ba seven timesas one of the five fundamental Pillars of Islam. Scholarly treatises and folkloric narratives later elaborated on these initial functions which endowed every detail of the Ka'ba and its surroundings with a host of cultic meanings and religio-historic importance.
Architectural types vary in their ability to accommodate memories. Some are believed to be more capacious than others, but there is a commonly accepted correlation between the monumental and the memorial. Large, lofty, and complex buildings tend to command an excess of meaning that cannot be filled with their direct and intentional functions and intents. The memorial surplus is usually consumed by symbolic, ideological, emotional, intellectual, or private references. Most celebrated national and religious monuments take advantage of this established correspondence between grandeur and remembrance to construct their messages. But this is only one type of signification in memorial architectureand the most obvious and direct one at that. A more mature architecture does not depend for its meanings on elaborate designs, large spaces, precious materials, or extensively circumscribed signs and relics.
This artful architecture evokes the memories attached to it but does not fix them. It consciously manifests ample possibilities of nonspecific functions and meanings in its forms and spaces so that the individual can make it his or her own architecture, the milieu of his or her own memories, while it retains its initial role as the repository of collective meanings and memories.
The Ka'ba in Mecca displays these attributes as well as some more potent ones for it serves as the Omphalos of the Earth according to Islamic cosmology ( Fig. 1| . It is an ancient cubical stone building with no definitive origin. The Koran (3:961 calls it the first "House of God" IBayt Allah) But the Ka'ba, by virtue of its simple, hollow, and unadorned formwhich seems to have changed little despite its having been built five times in the first Islamic centuryis also at once the most ideal space for the embodiment of abstract concepts and the best receptacle of individual memories. Despite its immutability as the axiomatic symbol of Islamic cosmogony, the Ka'ba is the perfect crystallization of the most elementary notion of the house Ibayt) as imagined by most people: the cube, the most earthly of the basic geometric forms as opposed to the sphere, the most celestial of them. The Ka'ba (which is phonetically suggestive of the English word "cube" although they belong to different families of languages) is thus akin to the original house. It carries in its cubicalness the most fundamental recollections of home as they have been imbedded in the depth of human collective memory since people began to settle down, build houses, and live together in kinship-based communities.
Whence comes the symbolic, supra-religious omnipotence of the Ka'ba. With its familiar and supremely memorial form, containing within its neat contour universal signs related to the upbringing of the individual in a protective shelter with a loving family, the Ka'ba invites its visitor to indulge memories of his/her own house. It ingratiates itself to the visitor as a private, warm, and familiar space although it never loses either its essential significance as the congregational center of the Islamic nation or the focus of Its transcendental connection with heaven. This Is the RABBAT/ 57 reason for the Ka'ba's success as a memorial structure. It Is both the original House of God, which is the locus of human veneration as postulated by Islamic theology, and the ultimate reminder of both the ubiquitous and particular house imagined by most people. It is the unique proof of a link to the heavenly realm and an intimate human metaform. It represents Islamic collective memory in its most inclusive and universal form, and it serves as the referent to the private, individualized, and fuzzy memory of one's own home. Perhaps this is why the Ka'ba has rarely been copied in Islamic architectural history; its recent imitatorsnotably in Dacca, Bangladeshhave failed to endow their model with the same kind of significance which the original so effortlessly imparts to its visitors. Its inimitability lies in the unique memory it embodies.
The Mosque of the Prophet in Medina is diametrically opposed in conception to the Ka'ba. The Mosque of the Prophet is physically and liturgically attached to his house and was similarly venerated by Muslims since the beginning of Islam (Fig. 2 ). However, it was meant to be mundane, social, and public and to mark the establishment of the The Mosque of the Prophet was fast duplicated and reproduced during the first Islamic century in numerous congregational mosques in Arabia, Palestine, Syria, Egypt, Iraq, Yemen, North Africa, Spain, and Iran. Copies of the prophetic archetype, however, were not based solely on ideal and memorial values: they were also consequences of the Mosque of the Prophet's near-perfect assimilation of the religious, political, and social needs of the first Islamic communities. The early mosques were all effectively used as the centers of Islamic life in both newly founded and conquered cities.
In time, the House of the Prophet was absorbed into the continuously expanding mosque to accommodate the increasing flow of visitors. In one of the rooms of the House of the Prophet, Muhammad and his close companions and immediate successors Abu Bakr and Omar were entombed. The entire complex became secondary only to the Ka'ba as a site of visitation during the hajj. Subsequently, the memorial, symbolic, and functional properties of the original structure became assimilated with the collective consciousness of the growing Islamic nation, pointing to the memory of the founder of Islam and the organization of his divinely inspired and well-guided community. The copies of the Mosque of the Prophet had to subsume these transformations although, unlike their archetype, they contained no prophetic relics or spatial memories of the Prophet. Instead, they became the architectural signs of the nation's yearning to recapture the Golden Age of the Prophet and to reenact his communal model. Even the liturgical elements that became essential features of every mosque by the end of the first Islamic centurythe minaret, mihrab, and minbarhad their origins in some initial prototype from the Prophet's Mosque. The institutionalization of the elements reinforced the dual functions of all mosques, regardless of exact architectural form: to remember so as to emulate the prophetic exemplar. They further articulated the memorial function through the specific meanings that they came to carry as landmarks, as sites of ritual services, and as reminders of the first instances of their use during the lifetime of the departed and beloved founder, the Prophet Muhammad.
what became integral to Islam and Islamic world views had its first test run before being incorporated either in the commemorative rituals of the ha/J or the day-to-day practices of Muslims. The two structures struck a delicate balance between the monumental environments of collective memories and the warm, intimate spaces of personal associations and remembrance. What is more, they accomplished this task primarily through their intelligently referenced architecture. By formally and symbolically alluding to prototypical houses, the two structures enabled the individual to form personal connections to them (complete with private images and fantasies) without losing an iota of their religious and cosmological hold on the Islamic collective con- No doubt, this is why these two primordial houses have become the subjects of intense acts of private devotion and commemoration. Countless Muslims communicate with the buildings in highly personal ways. They imagine them as familiar forms, dream about visiting them, experience a certain pious rapture when they see them, remember them passionately after their visit, and try to recapture their impressions of them lyrically and pictorially. By means of these sensory or pictorial experiences, the Ka'ba and the Mosque of the Prophet have transcended their communal and cosmological meanings to penetrate the inner circles of the individual's mental space, lodged there as private and privately cherished memories. This, in my opinion, is the noblest achievement to which architecture can aspire.
The Ka'ba and the Mosque of the Prophet were the sites of epochal events in early Islamic history, thus endowing the buildings with powerful meanings which became deeply rooted in Islamic collective memory. In addition, the two houses were the foundational loci upon which much of Illustrations Ftg, 1: The Ka'ba, Mecca. 
